PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL
CLASS 10
MATHEMATICS(ASSIGNMENT)
Q1. : Two dice are thrown at the same time. Find the probability of getting
(i) the same number on both dice.
(ii) different numbers on both dice.
Q2. A bag contains a red ball, a blue ball and a yellow ball, all the balls being
of the same size. Kritika takes out a ball from the bag without looking into it. What is
the probability that she takes out the
(i) yellow ball?
(ii) red ball?
(iii) blue ball?
Q3. One card is drawn from a well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. Calculate the probability that
the card will
(i) be an ace,
(ii) not be an ace.
Q4. 6: An integer is chosen between 0 and 100. What is the probability that it is
(i) divisible by 7?
(ii) not divisible by 7?
Q5. A bag contains 9 black and 12 white balls. One ball is drawn at random. What is the
probability that the ball drawn is black?
Q6. Find the probability that a number selected from the numbers 1 to 25 which is not a
prime number when each of the given number is equally likely to be selected.
Q7. A bag contains 10 red, 5 blue and 7 green balls. A ball is drawn at random. Find the
probability of this ball being not a blue ball.
Q8. Two dice are thrown at the same time and the product of numbers appearing on them
is noted. Find the probability that the product is less than 9.
Q9. Cards, marked with numbers 5 to 50, are placed in a box and mixed thoroughly. A card
is drawn from the box at random. Find the probability that the number on the taken out
card is:
(i) a prime number less than 10.
(ii) a number which is a perfect square.
Q10. Two dice are thrown simultaneously. What is the probability that
(i) 5 will not come up on either of them?
(ii) 5 will come up on at least one?
(iii) 5 will come up at both dice?

Q11. From a well shuffled pack of playing cards, black jacks, black kings and black aces are
removed. A card is then drawn from the pack. Find the probability of getting.
(i) a red card
(ii) not a diamond card.
Q12. A bag contains cards which are numbered from 2 to 90. A card is drawn at random
from the bag. Find the probability that it bears.
(i) a two-digit number
(ii) a number which is a perfect square.
Q13. Cards numbered 1 to 30 are put in a bag. A card is drawn at random from this bag. Find
the probability that the number on the drawn card is:
(i) not divisible by 3.
(ii) a prime number greater than 7.
(iii) not a perfect square number.
Q14. Two different dice are tossed together. Find the probability:
(i) That the numbers on either die is even.
(ii) That the sum of numbers appearing on the two dice is 5.
Q15. The probability of selecting a red ball at random from a jar that contains only red, blue and
orange balls is 1/4. The probability of selecting a blue ball at random from the same jar is 1/3. If the
jar contains 10 orange balls, find the total number of balls in the jar.

Q16. A box contains cards bearing numbers from 6 to 70. If one card is drawn at random
from the box, find the probability that it bears:
(a) one digit number.
(b)a number divisible by 5.
(c)an odd number less than 30.
(d)a composite number between 50 and 70.
Q17.A game of chance consists of spinning an arrow on a circular board, divided into 8 equal
parts, which comes to rest pointing at one of the numbers 1,2,3,…, 8 which are equally likely
outcomes. What is the probability that the arrow will point at:
(a) an odd number
(b)a number greater than 3
(c)a number less than 9.
Q18. Red queens and blackjacks are removed from a pack of 52 playing cards. A card is
drawn at random from the remaining cards, after reshuffling them. Find the probability that
the drawn card is
(A)a king.
(B)of red colour.
(C)a face card.
(D)a queen.
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DAY 1:Learn and write the squares of numbers from 1 to 30.
(b) Learn and write the cubes of the numbers from 1 to 20 in your
notebook.
DAY 2: Visit the following link:
https://youtu.be/xj3r-IQ4wqY (Probability part-1)
https://youtu.be/rqHKnwO_PT4 (Probability
part-2) Make notes while understanding.
DAY 3:Solve Exercise 15.1 from NCERT Book.
DAY 4:Solve all the examples of Ch 15 probability in your notebook.
DAY 5: Solve the worksheet attached along with it of questions related
to the Probability.
DAY 6: Draw table 8.1 from the NCERT book given in Ch-8 and learn
the values of trigonometric ratios at 0˚,30˚,45˚,60˚and 90˚.
(b)Solve Q1& Q2 based on the above table in your notebook.
DAY 7:Write and learn the formula of volume, curved surface area
and total surface area of the following geometrical shapes:
Cuboid,cube,cylinder,cone,sphere,hemisphere
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MATHS HOME ASSIGNMENT-2
CLASS-X
C.I-MR.PANCHAM
SI:MR.PANCHAM
DAY 8:Revise Ch 15 thoroughly and solve extra questions from any
refrence book of chapter 15(atleast 30 questions).
DAY 9:Write and learn the definitions of the following:
Natural numbers, whole numbers, integers ,rational numbers,
irrational numbers
Also write atleast 4 examples of each.
DAY 10:Visit the following link of chapter 2 –polynomials:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLr6TOxpiWwuHwpl2iiXM7EXhh
bRIH0 iDb
When you will open this link it will contain 6 videos.
Watch video-1 and solve exercise 2.1 in your
notebook. DAY 11:Watch video-2 and solve
examples of exercise 2.2. Also write the concepts
discussed in the video.
DAY 12:Watch video-3 and solve exercise 2.2
DAY 13:Watch video-4 and write the concepts discussed and solve
examples of the exercise 2.3
DAY 14:Watch video-5&6 and solve exercise 2.3&2.4 in your notebook.

Pratap Public School, Kunjpura.
Physics 10th
C.I. :- Mr. Pancham
S.T. :- Mr. Sourabh
Syllabus Week 1
Day 1 :
Study the chapter using following youtube link.
https://youtu.be/OH8BdQvUn0g
# Note : This link has a video 2 hours 30 minutes long. Watch 30 minutes daily which will explain
one complete topic.
Do example 12.1 and in text questions on page 200 of NCERT.
Day 2 :
Watch next 30 minutes. Till the concept of Potential.
Do example 12.2 and in text questions on page 202 of NCERT.
Day 3 :
Watch next 30 minutes. Till the concept of Ohm's law and Resistance.
Attempt example 12.3, 12.4, 12.5, 12.6.
Day 4 :
Watch next 30 minutes. Till the concept of Series and Parallel arrangement.
Attempt in text questions on page 209 and example 12.7, 12.8, and 12.9
Day 5 :
Watch remaining video. Attempt example 12.10, 12.11, 12.12, and 12.13
And in text questions on page 213 and 216
Day 6 :
Read the complete chapter thoroughly from NCERT.
Attempt in text questions on page 218 and 220
Day 7 :
Attempt 10 Questions of Back exercise.

Pratap Public School, Kunjpura.
Physics 10th
C.I. :- Mr. Pancham
S.T. :- Mr. Sourabh
Syllabus Week 2
Day 8 :
Revise the Chapter - 12 and Attempt
Question 11 to 18 of Back exercise.
Day 9 :
Attempt the following questions.
1. An electric lamp of resistance 100 ohms draws a current of 0-5 A. Find the line voltage.
2. Four resistances 12, 20, 32 and 42 are connected in series with a battery of 12 volt
Calculate :
(i) the current given by battery.
(ii) potential difference across the ends of each resistance.
3. Three resistances of 22, 32 and 62 are connected (i) in series (ii) in parallel. Calculate the ratio
of the
resistance of series and parallel combination of resistances.
4. A wire of resistance R is cut into three equal parts. If these equal parts are connected in
parallel, ﬁnd the resistance of the combination
Day 10 :

Learn these questions..
Day 11 :

Solve these numericals
Day 12 :

Learn these questions
Day 13 : 9th April

Try these numericals..
Day 14 : 10th April Revise full chapter and learn it.

PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL, KUNJPURA
BIOLOGY HOME ASSIGNMENT -1
CLASS 10 TH
C.I – MR PANCHAM
S.T- MS .MEGHNA GILL

DAY 1- Open the give link to understand the concept.
https://youtu.be/mRAM49Q2kHU
DAY 2- Read chapter 16 of Biology from science NCERT book.
DAY 3- Watch the video from the link provided till 7 min and answer the
question on page 269 of the NCERT book
DAY 4- Watch the video from 8min to 12 min and answer the questions
on page 273 of the book.
DAY 5- Watch the remaining part of the video and do the chapter end
exercise.
DAY 6- Try to frame maximum possible general questions from the
lesson. Also frame their answers.
DAY 7- Revise the whole chapter once again for better understanding.

NOTE: - Use google play store to download NCERT BOOK if not
available through the link provided:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=letest.ncertbooks
Use any available note book for doing the written work

PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL, KUNJPURA
HOME ASSIGNMENT 1
CLASS-X
SUB-CHEMISTRY
C.I.-Mr. PANCHAM
S.T.-Ms. VRINDA
Note- Download ‘NCERT’ books and solutions’ for further assistance from play store. Link is given
below.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=latest.ncertbooks
Day 1
Open the link on you tube and try to understand the concept.
https://youtu.be/43G7DnxgJCl
Day 2
Read the chapter 1 of chemistry ‘CHEMICAL REACTIONS AND EQUATIONS’ from ncert book.
Day 3
Watch the above video till 14 min and try to understand the concept and make short notes of topic
till balancing if chemical equations.
Day 4
Watch video from 14min to 20 min to understand the further topic and attempt the questions given
on pg no. 6 and 10 of ncert book.
Day 5
Watch the remaining video to understand the further topic and attempt the questions given on pg
no. 13 of ncert book.
Day 6
Watch the video again and attempt the exercise questions given in ncert book.
Day 7
Do the exercise given on the back of this chapter and write the all types of reactions on rough
notebook and write all questions on notebook.
Revise the chapter and watch video again for deep understanding of concept.
#NOTE:- go through the video again and again if you have any doubt.

PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL, KUNJPURA
HOME ASSIGNMENT 2
CLASS-X
SUB-CHEMISTRY
C.I.-Mr. PANCHAM
S.T.-Ms. VRINDA
Note- Download ‘NCERT’ books and solutions’ for further assistance from play store. Link
is given below.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=latest.ncertbooks
Day 8
Try to collect some information from your mother about acids bases and salts.
Day 9
Watch the video and try to understand the concepts of the chapter.
https://youtu.be/jn9f7PYtFgE
Day 10
Read the chapter ‘ACIDS ,BASES AND SALTS’ from NCERT book.
Day 11
Watch the video till 22 min and do exercise given on pg no. 18 and 22 of NCERT book on rough
notebook.
Day 12
Watch the video from 22 min to 25 min and do Q/A given on pg no. 25 of NCERT book on rough
notebook.
Day 13
Watch the video from 25 min to 31min and do questions given on pg no. 28 of NCERT book on rough
notebook.
Day 14
Watch the video from 31 min to the end and do questions given on pg no. 33 of NCERT book on
rough notebook.
Day 15
Watch the whole video again and do chapter end back exercise on rough notebook
Revise the chapter and watch video again for deep understanding of concept..

1 ENGLISH (10)

PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL, KUNJPURA
ENGLISH HOME ASSIGNMENT 1
Class X
C.I - MR PANCHAM
S.T - MR AMARDEEP
Note : Download 'NCERT Books & Solutions' for further assistance from Play Store . Link is given
below
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=letest.ncertbooks
Syllabus for ﬁrst week
FIRST FLIGHT 1 - A Letter to God
Day 1
Understand the chapter with the help of following link
https://youtu.be/VHhkNhzVGFM
Day 2
Read the above linked chapter from NCERT book (FIRST FLIGHT)
Day 3
Attempt Textual Questions (short answer type)
Day4
Attempt the following questions (short answer type )
1 What are the raindrops compared to and why?
2 Why did Lencho write a letter to God?
3 How was Lecho's cornﬁeld destroyed?
4 Was Lencho justiﬁed in calling the post oﬃce employees 'a bunch of crooks'?
5 Explain the qualities of the post oﬃce employees.
Day 5
Attempt an essay type question
Write the summary of the chapter in your own words.
Day 6
Try to ﬁnd more expected questions from reliable sources eg internet
Day 7
Learn full chapter
Last modiﬁed: 15:23

2 ENGLISH (10)

PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL, KUNJPURA
ENGLISH HOME ASSIGNMENT 2
Class X
C.I - MR PANCHAM
S.T - MR AMARDEEP
Note : Download 'NCERT Books & Solutions' for further assistance from Play Store . Link is given
below
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=letest.ncertbooks
Syllabus for second week
FIRST FLIGHT - 2 The Tiger in the Zoo (Poem)
Day 8
Understand the poem with the help of following link
https://youtu.be/mamrmlgCIbc
Day 9
Read the above linked poem from NCERT book (FIRST FLIGHT) and write meanings of diﬃcult
words
Day 10
After reading the stanzas , answer the following questions
1st stanza (He stalks.........rage)
a What physical quantities of the tiger have been mentioned here?
b How is the tiger feeling in the cage?
c Which word in the passage means ,'moves quietly and slowly'?
2nd stanza ( He should ...........deer pass)
a Who does 'He' in the stanza refer to ?
b Why would he be lurking in the shadow ?
c What does he hope to ﬁnd there?
d Find from the passage a word that means ,'fat'.

Day 11
3rd stanza ( He should...........the village!)
a Why do you think he should be snarling around houses?
b What does he do while moving at the jungle's edge?
c How do the villagers feel and why?
d What does the word 'snarling' mean ?
4th stanza ( But he's ............ visitors)
a Who does 'he' refer to in the stanza ?
b Why is 'he' locked ?

c Why is he ignoring the visitors?
d What does the word 'cell' here mean?
Day 12
Attempt all the textual questions.
Day 13
STORY WRITING
To understand the format to write a story,visit the following link
https://youtu.be/z9bVSWZ-bp0
Day 14
Complete the story:
Once I was travelling by train. A ticket examiner entered the compartment............
Last modiﬁed: 15:23
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PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL,KUNJPURA
CLASS-X
C.I.- MR PANCHAM
S.T.- MS BABITA
SOCIAL SCIENCE HOME ASSIGNMENT 1 &2
Syllabus for first week
Geography Ch-1: India Size and location
Day1
Understand the chapter with the help of following steps
Download learning app from play store
Sign in with your class i.e. lX . Open social science .
Take learning of Ch 1 of geo. It’s for English medium students
OR
Hindi medium students may follow the following links http://youtube.be/Y5flhoo0w0l part 1
http://youtube.be/4_PYDXZiYZQ Part2
Day2
Read the above linked chapter from NCERT book
Day 3,4
Attempt the following questions given in below linked PDF
Day 5,6
Learn all the questions
Social science X
Syllabus for 2nd week
Economics ch-1: Development
Day 8
Understand the chapter with the help of following link https://youtu.be/fTnX3oNQOSU
Day 9
Read the above link chapter from NCERT book
Day 10,11,12
Attempt the questions given in below linked PDF file

Day 13
Learn all the question answers and try to find out extra questions
Download “NCERT BOOKS AND SOLUTIONS “ for further assistance from play store. Link is given below:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=letest.ncertbooks

